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The report has 5 main components

• Abstract

• Introduction / Science 

• Procedure

• Results & Analysis  

• Conclusions



Title

An excellent student

– An informative title indicating main outcome

– Not just the title of your experiment, like “Optical Pumping”

– Next comes names, affiliations, date



Abstract

An excellent student

A concise summary of what, why, how you found out, including 

main result and how it compares with expectation. 4 – 5 sentences 

at most. No details of the experiment and data analysis



Introduction / Science

– Background information and context but not a long historical 
excursion

– Physics diagrams, energy levels, phase conventions, etc. 
depending on the experiment

– Motivation and what you are trying to learn – state overall idea 
and main result



Introduction / Science

Figure 1.  An electron’s excitation and de-excitation can be seen to travel through different energy 

states, including spin singlet states and triplet states.   The difference between the singlet and triplet 

states comes from the different interactions between the parallel and anti-parallel spins of the 

electron. 



Procedures …

– What you did and how you did it – not just a list

– Diagrams of electronics, setup layout, topology, scope shots 
if appropriate

– Photo if it helps but not a picture gallery 

– Perhaps tables of raw data if appropriate

– Not an instruction manual – assume basic knowledge and 
give enough information so others can reproduce the 
experiment



Procedures …

An example of useless pictures
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Procedures …
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Procedures …

Samples, sample preparation

PMN-PT 10% (111)

Sample parameters:

thickness: 0.37mm

Area: 7.07mm2

Sample

1
32

4 65

Connection #1

Connection #2
BNC connectors no3 and no6

SampleTop 
electrode



Results & Analysis 

– The conversion of raw data into a physics 

result

– Plotting and data fitting

– Interpretation of fits and data

– Physics conclusions

– Discussion of uncertainties



Analysis …

Data collected in table



Analysis …

Graphs



Analysis …

Graphs

 
Figure 6.  The phase of the ruby fluorescence response to a squarewave excitation is plotted for select 

driving frequencies from 1 Hz to 80 kHz.  A fit to the two-component phase model is plotted in blue. 
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Analysis …

Graphs + fitting

 

Figure 8: The coincidence rate between Det A and Det B as a function of angular separation between 
them.  Since the positronium that annihilates to emit two 511 KeV gamma rays is in the lab frame, 

momentum conservation predicts a delta function of coincidences at 180 degree separation. 

Use correct number of 

significant figures!



Analysis …

Microscope images



Discussion (if needed)

Ideas for possible improvements or next steps of the 

experiment? 

1/30/2018



Conclusions

Concise summary of what you did and what 

you found out.  This is not a long section
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1 Introduction and theory

Optical pumping was introduced by Alfred Kastler in 1950 and has since been a useful tool for
aligning the spins of suitable atoms. It generally refers to a process which uses photons to
redistribute the electronic states occupied by a collection of atoms [1]. In this experiment,
vaporized atoms of rubidium-85 (85Rb) and rubidium-87 (87Rb) were used to observe various
effects such as Zeeman splitting, Larmor precession, and other transient effects.

There should be link to references in text



Appendix
APPENDIX 

 
tdcsumfit.cpp 

 
doit() 

{ 

MuLife->Draw("TDCSUM/500>>SUM(200,0,8)","",""); 

SUM->SetYTitle("Counts"); 

SUM->SetXTitle("Time [us]"); 

SUM==SUM; 

user=new TF1("user","[0]*exp(-(x-0.1)/([1]))+[2]*exp(-(x-

0.1)/([3]))+[4]",.1,7.5); 

user->SetParameters(300,2.2,250,0.85,10); 

user->SetLineColor(4); 

user->SetParNames("Ratio: 

Plus/Minus","TauPlus","AmpMinus","TauMinus","Background"); 

SUM->Fit("user","R"); 

} 

 

 

tdcsumfit2.cpp 

 
doit() 

{ 

MuLife->Draw("TDCSUM/500>>SUM(200,0,8)","",""); 

SUM->SetYTitle("Counts"); 

SUM->SetXTitle("Time [us]"); 

SUM==SUM; 

user=new TF1("user","[0]*[2]*exp(-(x-0.1)/([1]))+[2]*exp(-(x-

0.1)/([3]))+[4]",.1,7.5); 

user->SetParameters(1.2,2.2,250,0.85,10); 

user->SetLineColor(4); 

user->SetParNames("Ratio: 

Plus/Minus","TauPlus","AmpMinus","TauMinus","Background"); 

SUM->Fit("user","R"); 



How long?

• ~7 – 15 pages 

• If you have lots of plots or photos that serve to 

complete your work, you can put them in an appendix 

if you really just want to keep all the stuff together



In addition, a good report is technically solid

• Spell-checked, grammar-checked and proofread

• Equations are numbered

• Figures are clear and polished
• Font size is readable

• Diagrams correctly represent your experiment (if not, modify!)

• Drawings are not blurry – do not use a photo of a diagram, 
but rather the original diagram

• Figures & tables are numbered & have captions
• When referring to a figure in the text, use its number: e.g. 

“As shown in Fig. 1…”

• Captions contain enough information so that the 
figure/table and its caption could be clipped out and viewed 
separately



Written Report Examples

• Examples of good (not perfect!) 

reports are at
PHYCS403/Common/ExampleTalks-Reports


